OUTCOME OF THE 67th GRRF SESSION ON DOCUMENT ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRB/2010/3

At its 67th session, GRRF consider ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRB/2010/3 (tabled by the EC) and endorsed the proposal in principle. GRRF noted a number of comments and expressed the need to clarify the marking requirements snow tyres (marked with the "Alpine" symbol) and/or for "M+S" during the transitional period.

Furthermore, the expert from Germany suggested that all snow tyres should fulfil a more stringent set of traction requirements which have to be included into the proposal. This position was supported by the expert from Denmark.

GRRF also welcomed and endorsed a number of informal documents available on the GRB or GRRF website at: http://www.unece.org/trans/main/wp29/wp29wgs/wp29grrf/grrf67.html

### Informal documents:

**GRF-67-10** - Comments by Denmark on Regulation No. 117: Tyre wet grip adhesion results seems to conflict with other test results

GRRF agreed to resume consideration of this subject at its next session on the basis of a concrete proposal by ETRTO. Transmitted to GRB for information purposes only.

**GRF-67-12** - OICA comments to ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRB/2010/3

Transmitted to GRB for consideration: Page 2: para. 1.2., GRB was invited to review the transitional provisions.

**GRF-67-16** - Proposal by France for amendments to ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRB/2010/3

Transmitted to GRB for consideration: Page 3: Annex 9, para. 5.3., the expert from France was invited to provide GRB with a detailed justification for the proposed values.

**GRF-67-25** - Recent experiences in the Netherlands with Regulation No. 117

Transmitted to GRB for information.

**GRF-67-28** - Proposal by Japan for amendments to ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRB/2010/3

Transmitted to GRB for consideration: Page 3: GRRF noted the request by Japan that Annexes 6 and 9 should be aligned with standard ISO-28580, subject to the decision by GRB.

**GRB-51-01** - ETRTO comments to ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRB/2010/3

Page 4: GRRF welcomed the detailed comments by ETRTO on Annexes 6, 8 and 9.

Delegates are kindly requested to bring their copies of these informal documents to the meeting.
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